Quick-Turn Prototyping & New Product Introduction
Providing prototyping fast-track solutions in the heart of Silicon Valley. We focus
on fueling emerging and innovative companies requiring quick-turn
solutions from concept to volume production.
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Industrial & Commercial
Communications & Instrumentation
Consumer & High Tech Electronics
Computing & Networking
Medical & Life Science
Power & Energy

Quick-Turn Prototyping & NPI
Quick-Turn Prototyping Through Our Dedicated NPI Technical Center in San Jose, California
SMTC’s newest quick-turn prototyping facility is located in the heart of Silicon Valley. It caters to both existing
customers who want a quick proof-of-concept, as well as emerging companies who need prototypes of their new
inventions. The NPI Tech Center streamlines the traditional manufacturing process by minimizing non value-add
steps while still leveraging robust supply chain and manufacturing expertise. In addition to providing fast turnaround times, SMTC’s NPI Tech Center provides services such as Bill of Materials validation, custom design,
product testing, value analysis, value engineering and supply chain optimization. Additionally, tight integration with
new product introduction and production teams means a smooth transition from prototype to manufacturing.

Global Site

Regional Site

Customer Centric Manufacturing Solutions
Providing technology, flexibility, velocity & experience for your new product
One stop solution for industrialization of new products
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Product Design (Electrical & Mechanical) with an
Eco-system of Partners (ID | Reliability | Test)
Quick-Turn PCBA Prototype
NPI, Regional Production & Global Manufacturing

Providing Solutions Beyond a typical NPI Relationship
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On-site Engineering & Manufacturing Services
Fast Materials Acquisition – Local & Global Materials
Management Teams
Integrated & Coordinated Technology & Components
Solutions

Advanced Engineering Services
Our Technical Services Group (TSG) provides expertise in optimizing product manufacturability and quality
performance. We focus on every aspect of design and manufacturing processes – assessing all impacts on cost,
function, program schedule and overall requirements.

SMTC offers fully integrated contract manufacturing services with a distinctive approach to global original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) and emerging technology companies primarily within industrial & commercial, computing & networking, communication &
instrumentation, consumer & high-tech electronics, medical & life science and power & energy market segments.
SMTC Corporation is a publicly traded company: SMTX – NASDAQ.
For more information visit. www.smtc.com

